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ABSTRACT
The Shim6 architecture enables IPv6 multihoming without compromising the scalability of
the global routing system by using provider
aggregatable addresses. To do so, hosts use different addresses as locators for data packet
transmission, but present the same source and
destination identifier pair to transport and upper
layers. The components of this architecture are
the Shim6 entity, which maps and translates
upper-layer identifiers and locators for remote
hosts; the Shim6 protocol, which exchanges mapping information between two hosts that communicate; and the REAP protocol, which
monitors the existing unidirectional paths and
finds new valid locator combinations in case of
failure. To protect against new vulnerabilities
this architecture may introduce compared to
IPv6, Shim6 hosts use either cryptographically
generated addresses or hash-based addresses.

INTRODUCTION
Multihoming (i.e., the connection to the Internet
through multiple providers), has been widely
adopted by Internet sites, mainly to provide fault
tolerance. In the multihoming solution currently
deployed in the IPv4 Internet, the multihomed site
announces a single address block through all its
providers using Border Gateway Protocol (BGP).
As a result, for each multihomed site, multiple
routes toward the multihomed site are available in
the inter-domain routing system. The currently
deployed IPv4 multihoming solution is then one of
the major contributors to the superlinear growth
of the routing tables. Even though some claim it
will be possible to build equipment that can handle the explosive growth of the routing tables, the
equipment lifetime and therefore the economic
viability of the Internet would be affected negatively. This approach is even less suitable for the
expected number of multihomed sites in the future
IPv6 Internet. To illustrate this, consider the
demand for multihoming that can be triggered by
the wide adoption of low-budget broadband access
technologies such as asymmetric digital subscriber
line (ADSL) or cable TV (CATV) in small
office/home office (SOHO) environments. To
address these concerns, an alternative multihoming solution for IPv6 has been developed in the
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Shim6 Working Group of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). In this solution, a multihomed network obtains a prefix from the address
block of each of its providers, so end hosts are
assigned with multiple global IPv6 unicast addresses. In this way the injection of routes into the
global routing system associated with individual
multihomed end sites or networks is no longer
needed. However, to preserve established communications through outages, the endpoints have to
change the addresses in use during the lifetime of
the communication according to the available providers. Moreover, this address replacement has to
be performed in a transparent fashion with respect
to transport and application layers, in order to
actually preserve the established communication,
since current applications and transport layers,
such as TCP and UDP, identify the endpoints of a
communication through the IP addresses of the
nodes involved.
The solution proposed relies on a new sublayer inside the IP layer, the Shim6 sublayer, along
with two new protocols, Shim6 [1] and ReAchability Protocol (REAP) [2], which exchange
information between the Shim6 sublayers of two
communicating hosts. The Shim6 sublayer translates the address used for exchanging packets on
the wire (the locator) to the constant address
that is presented to upper layers (the upper-layer
identifier [ULID]), and from the ULID to the
locators used as source addresses (Fig. 1). In the
Shim6 architecture ULIDs are topologically
valid addresses, so they are also used as locators.
The new sublayer is placed between the IP routing sublayer, performing forwarding functionalities like determining the next hop for outgoing
packets, and the IP endpoint sub-layer containing end-to-end mechanisms such as IPsec. The
Shim6 protocol exchanges the locators associated with a pair of ULIDs (i.e., establishes a Shim6
context in two communicating nodes). At any
given time, a pair of source and destination locators is used for one direction, and a possibly different pair of locators is used for the other one,
since the Shim6 framework supports a different
path in each direction. Different upper-layer
communications (i.e., different TCP connections
or UDP exchanges) can use the same Shim6
context. The final component of the architecture
is the REAP, a lightweight protocol used to
detect failures in the current communicating
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paths and determine the new paths to use for
each unidirectional path.
The rest of the article is organized as follows.
In the next two sections we present the Shim6
and REAP protocols, respectively. We then discuss the security vulnerabilities that may arise
from the use of both protocols, and the protection measures developed to provide similar security to IPv6, mainly by the use of cryptographic
addresses such as cryptographically generated
addresses (CGAs) and hash based addresses
(HBAs). Then we show an example in which two
nodes’ Shim6 hosts communicate, and we draw
some conclusions.

Provider 1

Locator X1

Locator X2

Provider 2
Y

sendto (X1)

Application

recvfrom (Y)

Transport

Transport
TCP: Y, X1

TCP: Y, X1

Network

Network

SHIM6 PROTOCOL
As mentioned earlier, the Shim6 protocol is in
charge of making the Shim6 sublayer of the
remote host aware of the different locators available for a given communication. To do so, a
Shim6 context is established for each pair of
communicating hosts.
Consider the case in which one of the parties
involved in a current or future communication
decides to create a Shim6 context in order to
benefit from the enhanced fault tolerance capabilities of multihoming. We refer to the party
that decides to initiate the context exchange as
the initiator and the other party involved in the
communication as the responder. Note that the
initiator may differ from the actual initiator of
the communication itself and that a Shim6 context can be created well after a communication
has been started (e.g., some heuristic can decide
that the communication may live long enough to
benefit from the protection provided).
To create a Shim6 session, a four-way handshake as depicted in Fig. 2 is defined, in a similar way to the Host Identity Protocol (HIP) base
exchange [3]. In the next paragraphs we summarily describe the process, delaying the description of the exchange of related security
information to a later section.
Message I1 (Initiator 1) is sent by the initiator to request the creation of a context associated with a ULID pair. The ULID pair of the
context to be created can be either the locators
being used for the I1 message or a different
address pair, in which case the address pair must
be included explicitly in the I1 message. By the
use of this first message, Shim6 provides denialof-service (DoS) attack protection to the responder. This is required because the creation of the
context associated with the session implies the
storage of information in the responder, and an
attacker could try to create a large number of
sessions to exhaust these resources. To prevent
such attacks, the responder does not create any
context related state until the initiator has
proven its location by responding in a later packet with a nonce issued by the responder. In general, nonces are used to prevent third parties out
of the communicating path interfering with the
handshake. Although this security measure does
not fully preclude the possibility of DoS attacks,
at least it imposes an additional effort for the
attacker and provides some tracing capabilities.
The I1 message also includes an initiator context
tag, which is a session identifier used to allow the
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Figure 1. Overview of Shim6 operation.

Initiator

I1: Initiator context tag, initiator
nonce, [ULID pair]

Responder

R1: Initiator nonce, responder nonce,
responder validator
I2: Initiator context tag, initiator nonce, responder
nonce, responder validator, [locator list]

R2: Responder context tag, initiator
nonce, [locator list]

Figure 2. Shim6 four-way handshake.
Shim6 sublayer at the initiator to identify the appropriate context for a received data packet in case the
locators have changed. Note that many Shim6 contexts may be established for two communicating
hosts, using different ULIDs of the hosts but the
same locator pair for a given direction. Therefore,
some means to identify the context to use when
translating a received data packet has to be provided. To do so, data packets sent from the responder
to the initiator using locators different from the
ULID of the context carry a Shim6 payload extension header containing the initiator context tag.
Since all the context tags received by the initiator,
even those belonging to different communications,
are assigned by the initiator itself, it is easy to ensure
its uniqueness. Note that data packets only use the
Shim6 payload extension header when a locator different from the ULID is used, so no overhead is
introduced to data exchange otherwise.
Upon the reception of the I1 message, the
responder can discard it if there is no multihoming support or interest in enabling multihoming
for communications with this host, or reply with
an R1 message. This message contains the
responder validator, a hash of the context information of I1, plus a secret token of the responder, which will allow the responder to check
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later if the parameters used to create the state
were the same received in I1.
After the reception of R1, the initiator sends
the I2 message in which the locator set available
at the initiator can be included.
A responder receiving the I2 message creates the SHIM6 context, and replies with an R2
message, in which it includes its own context tag
and its locator set. When the initiator receives
this message, both communicating nodes know
the locators of each peer, and the Shim6 context
is established in both ends.
During the communication, it may be
required to change the available locator set for a
host. For that reason, Update Request and
Update Acknowledgment messages are
defined. The Update Request message contains the complete set of available locators for a
host, and the Update Acknowledgment confirms reception of the update. The semantics of
the Update Request operation is to replace
the available locator set for the session with the
one included in the message. In this way existing
locators can be removed, for instance, if a failure
occurs and one of the prefixes available in the
multihomed site is deprecated. It should be
noted that an address can be removed as a locator but still be used as a ULID if that was its
role when establishing the communication. It is
also interesting to highlight that these messages
also provide support for host mobility and site
renumbering, since a host that acquires a new
locator (either through attachment to another
link or renumbering) can inform its peer about it
by means of the Shim6 protocol.
There are no protocol messages to close
Shim6 sessions, so context discarding is performed independently on each host if no data
has been exchanged for a given period of time.
The Shim6 protocol includes some interesting
features such as context forking and context
recovery. Context forking allows a host to fork
an existing Shim6 context in two, to enable the
association of different locator sets with each
context. In order to support Context Forking, a
forked instance identifier (FII) is used to distinguish the original context (FII equal of 0) from
the new context (any other value of FII). The
node forking the context initiates a Shim6 fourway handshake in which the FII for the new context is included. The other host may also fork a
new context as a result of this request.
The context recovery functionality allows
recovering a context that has been lost in one of
the hosts. If a failure in the communication is
detected by the node keeping the context, this
node can select new locators and send data
packets using the context tag initially assigned by
the remote host. The reception of one of these
packets in the node that lost the context triggers
a simplified message exchange composed of an
R1bis message, an I2bis message, and the R2
message. Note that data packets cannot be delivered to the appropriate upper-layer instance
until the context has been recovered. Context
recovery can be useful for heavy-loaded servers,
which can establish a large number of Shim6
contexts with clients and then discard them
aggressively, leaving the initiative in failure
detection and recovery to the client.

REACHABILITY PROTOCOL
REAP [2] detects failures across the communicating path, that is, verifies reachability for the
locator pair in use for each direction, and finds a
new pair of locators when a failure occurs in any
unidirectional path.
The approach followed for failure detection in
REAP is to require Shim6 entities to care about
the data path status only when they are sending
data. In this case the path is considered to be
valid if incoming traffic is received. Most protocols send data in both directions, and if there is
only traffic in one direction, REAP sends
keepalives in the opposite direction. So with
REAP running, if there is outgoing traffic but no
incoming traffic, there must be a failure. In particular, a Shim6 entity sending data considers that
communication is proceeding successfully if it
receives at least one packet from the remote host
before its local Send Timer expires. When a
packet is received from the remote host, the
Send Timer is stopped and restarted the next
time the local host sends a packet. Considering
the situation in which two hosts, exchanging data
at rates faster than the Send Timer expiration
rate, and a failure in one of the communication
paths, we can see that the host not receiving
incoming traffic for a Send Timer period will
infer that a communication problem has occurred.
When data traffic cannot be used to provide
positive feedback about the validity of the paths
to a sending entity (e.g., because communication
is unidirectional), a REAP-specific Keepalive
message is generated by the host receiving the
data packets. Keepalive messages are issued by
a Shim6 entity if a given time has elapsed since
the reception of a packet without any data packet
being sent. Consider now that a unidirectional
communication is established between sender A
and receiver B. When both unidirectional paths
are valid, the data of A makes B send
Keepalive messages that are received by A
before the expiration of its Send Timer. On
one hand, if the path from A to B fails, B will
stop sending Keepalive messages, and the
Send Timer will expire in A. On the other
hand, if the path from B to A fails, B will continue sending Keepalive messages, but these messages will not arrive to A, resulting in the
expiration of the Send Timer in A. Of course,
if both directions fail, A also detects the communication problem.
Note that some time after both hosts stop sending data, REAP packet exchanges are also stopped.
When the Send Timer expires in a host, the
host starts sending REAP Probe messages to test
the unidirectional paths currently in use. If it does
not receive a response to this validation, Probe
messages with different combinations of
source/destination locators are sent sequentially,
with an exponential backoff to increase the time
between successive probes. Although parallel probing would reduce the time to find a new working
path, it would raise concern about signaling storms
in case a failure affects to a large number of Shim6
hosts. When one of these Probe messages is
received at the other end, the remote host includes
this information in its own probes to inform the
other end about the validity of that unidirectional
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path. The process ends when two unidirectional
paths have been discovered, and both hosts know
the locators to use in each direction.

SECURITY MODEL FOR THE
SHIM6 PROTOCOL
It is worth noting that the separation of identifiers and locators, and the use of a protocol to
exchange this information can introduce new
vulnerabilities to IPv6. In particular, the Shim6
protocol could be used by an attacker to launch
redirection attacks [4] (i.e., attacks that create
false identifier-to-locator mappings). The two
possible types of redirection attacks are hijacking
attacks and flooding attacks. In the next subsections we describe these types of attack, discuss
the security level that should be provided for
each, and present the corresponding protection
measures provided by Shim6.

HIJACKING ATTACKS
In a hijacking attack the Shim6 protocol can be
used to induce a victim to associate one of the
attacker’s locators with a target ULID. Then,
when the victim sends packets to the target ULID,
it will be actually sending packets to the attacker.
Through this attack, the attacker manages to steal
the target’s identity and hijack the communications between the target and the victim.
To determine the security level required
against hijacking attacks, we can use the rule of
thumb that Shim6 must not add new vulnerabilities to the ones currently present in the Internet.
Hijacking attacks are feasible in today’s Internet
when the attacker is along the path between the
communicating hosts. In other words, current
communications are susceptible to man-in-themiddle attacks, and an attacker capable of intercepting packets can hijack a communication if no
additional security measures such as IPsec or
transport layer security (TLS) are adopted. Therefore, the prevention of man-in-the-middle attacks
does not need to be a goal for the Shim6 protocol. A special type of hijacking attack is the socalled time-shifted attack [5], in which the attacker
launches the attack from an on-path position and
then leaves, but the effect of the attack remains
after it has stopped. Current TCP/IP communications are not susceptible to time-shifted attacks.
In the case of the Shim6 protocol, the attacker
would remain on-path the time required to create
a false ULID-to-locator mapping in the victim’s
host and then it could leave. However, the victim
will preserve the false mapping long after the
attacker has left. Because this is a new vulnerability introduced by the multihoming protocol, the
security mechanisms of the protocol must prevent
such time-shifted hijacking attacks.
To provide the protection discussed in the
previous paragraph, the use of CGAs or HBAs
for Shim6 is proposed.
CGAs [6] are regular IPv6 unicast addresses
whose interface identifier (the 64 least significant bits of the IPv6 address) is built as a oneway hash of the CGA parameters structure,
which contains the public key, the prefix of the
address, and a 128-bit modifier, along with other
parameters not relevant to our discussion.
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The information used to build the CGA is
conveyed in the R1, I2, and Update Request
messages when the locators are exchanged. Each
host uses the private key of its CGA to sign the
locator set exchanged in messages R1, I2, or the
Update Request. Then the responder to
these messages validates the CGA of the remote
host by regenerating it from its components, and
validates the signature with the public key associated with the CGA. By means of this security
chain check, the CGA provides proof of address
ownership, and the locators can be added securely to the Shim6 context.
To evaluate the security provided by CGA, we
estimate the difficulty for an attacker to hijack a
communication. To do so, an attacker must be
able to sign a locator in its link with a public key
for which the CGA generation procedure results
in the same CGA as the host to be impersonated.
In this way it could start a communication with a
third host using the CGA as ULID, and diverting
the communication to a locator in which the
attacker resides. The attacker may try to obtain
the private key from the public key or a signature, but this is computationally hard, especially
for long keys. Another approach would be to
generate a key pair, and start an exhaustive
search for a modifier until the resulting CGA
hash is equal to the interface identifier of the
CGA of the host to impersonate. Since there are
59 bits available for placing the result of the
address hash after taking out the u and g bits that
are preserved as defined in the IPv6 specification, and the three bits for a parameter used to
provide additional security, the expected number
of iterations is at least O(259). We believe that
the resulting security is enough for protecting
regular traffic that flows unprotected through the
network from potential redirection attacks introduced by multihoming mechanisms [7].
HBAs [8] follow a different approach to provide
security. An HBA set provides a mechanism to
securely chain multiple addresses of a host by
means of a hash, as depicted in Fig. 3. The result of
the HBA generation process is as many different
addresses as prefixes, with different interface identifiers. Each interface identifier is generated as the
hash of the parameter data structure containing the
sequence of prefixes assigned to the host. The
ordering of the prefixes for the different addresses
varies in order to provide privacy by obfuscating the
binding among the addresses of a set. A host communicating with an address belonging to an HBA
can evaluate with just one hash if another address
belongs to the HBA set. This provides an inexpensive way to validate if a communication session or
association can safely be diverted to the new
address. As for CGA, the prefix list is exchanged in
the R1, I2, and Update Request messages.
An attacker trying to impersonate a host
identified with one address of the HBA must
create a new HBA set with the following characteristics:
• The HBA address of the attacked host must
be included, that is, its prefix set must
appear in the multi-prefix extension, and
the interface identifier computed for this
prefix must be equal to the address of the
attacked host.
• The prefix set of the HBA must include the
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PROTOCOL WALKTHROUGH
Pref: P1::/64
P1:: II_1
P2:: II_2
Pref: P2::/64
P3:: II_3
Pref: P3::/64

II_1 = hash|64 (parameters, P1, P2, P3)
II_2 = hash|64 (parameters, P2, P1, P3)
II_3 = hash|64 (parameters, P3, P1, P2)
HBA set: P1::II_1, P2::II_2, P3::II_3

Figure 3. HBA example.
prefix of the attacker to be able to redirect
the traffic to this address.
The attacker can vary the modifier of the
CGA parameters structure until these conditions
are fulfilled, but this requires a brute-force scan
similar to the CGA case, with O(2 59) expected
iterations.
For compatibility reasons, HBAs are defined
as an extension of CGA, despite the evident
semantic difference, by appending the list of prefixes of the node to the CGA parameters structure. The Shim6 protocol allows any combination
of CGA and HBA addresses for a host. Hosts
with HBA-only addresses are limited to use the
addresses associated with the prefixes initially
included in the prefix list, but CPU requirements
for validating the address in remote hosts are
lower than in the CGA case. CGA addresses, on
the other hand, allow the dynamic addition of
new locators by signing them with the private
address associated with the CGA. Finally, it is
possible to have a CGA/HBA address in which
both a public key and a set of interface identifiers for different prefixes are bound.

FLOODING ATTACKS
In a flooding attack the attacker starts a communication with a server, for instance, to download
heavy streaming content. Then the attacker uses
the Shim6 protocol to re-home the communication to a victim’s locator, causing the server’s
flow to flood the victim.
Flooding attacks are possible in the current
Internet only from an on-path location. However, an attacker could use Shim6 to establish a
communication to a server, and then require a
change in the server’s mapping to the locator of
a victim.
Shim6 provides protection against this attack
by means of the inclusion of context tags in the
REAP Probe message checks alternative paths
to a destination: a node can detect that the host
to which the communication is being diverted is
not the same one that established the Shim6
communication because it does not return the
same context tag.
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In Fig. 4 we show an example of the behavior of
two Shim6 hosts communicating in a common
scenario. Host X has two prefixes assigned, PX1
and PX 2 , and has configured one key pair to
build a CGA with PX1 (CGA1) and another key
pair to build a CGA with PX2 (CGA2). Host Y is
in a link with three prefixes, PY1, PY2, and PY3,
and has generated one address per prefix according to the HBA specification, resulting in address
set HBA1, HBA2, and HBA3.
X initiates a communication with Y. Typically,
an application on X issues a DNS request for a
name associated with Y, obtaining in the request
some subset of the addresses assigned to Y. The
regular address selection process for IPv6 is used
by X to select one of the addresses of Y (e.g.,
HBA1) as the destination address for the outgoing packets, and one of its own addresses
(CGA 1 ) as the source address. In both cases
appropriate configuration of each host and/or
the local network must ensure that packets with
a given source address are forwarded to the
provider from which the address was delegated
so that the packets comply with potential ingress
filters. These addresses selected at the beginning
of the communication will be used as endpoint
identifiers for transport and application layers
when required (i.e., as ULIDs). Note that the
procedure of establishing the communication
happens before any Shim6 protocol exchange.
Consider that Y is a content server that sends
traffic at high rates, while X sends packets sparsely (we assume that the sending period is larger
than the REAP timers). We suppose that some
time later the network layer of X decides through
a heuristic to request higher quality in terms of
reliability, so it initiates the Shim6 exchange (Fig.
4). X has signed the CGA2 address with the private key associated with CGA 1 , so Y validates
CGA1 and the signature of the locator, and associates CGA2 as an alternative locator for the context. On the other hand, Y has transmitted to X
all the parameters required for generating the
HBA, and transmitted the alternative locators. X
checks the validity of transmitted locators using
the CGA multi-prefix extension, and associates
the locators with the Shim6 session.
Host X, as an infrequent sender, generates
periodic Keepalive messages to provide feedback to Y about the validity of the paths.
Some time later a failure in the network occurs,
preventing communication through the provider
delegating the PX1 prefix to host X. Then neither
can possible pending Keepalive messages arrive
at Y, nor is data traffic received by X. As a result,
the Send Timer at Y expires. A Probe message
is sent to X using the current locators to check the
validity of the path in use. Since Y receives no
answer, it initiates exploration for an alternative
locator pair, sending a Probe with different
source and destination addresses. As a result,
responses could be received for any pair not containing the PX 1 prefix. Y checks, for example,
<CGA2, HBA1>, and the Probe is received by
X. Then X checks for another locator pair for the
unidirectional path from X to Y, being also
<CGA2, HBA1> in this case, and includes in the
Probe information about the working condition
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of locators <CGA2, HBA1> in the Y to X direction. When Y receives this information, it updates
the current locator path for sending data in the
Shim6 context, and confirms the locators for the X
to Y unidirectional path. From now on, X will then
receive data packets with the new locators, and
the communication is preserved.

X

Y

Data packet: [CGA1->HBA1]
Data packet: [HBA1->CGA1]
[...]
I1: [CGA1->HBA1] init. context tag, init. nonce

CONCLUSIONS

R1: [HBA1->CGA1] init. nonce, resp. validator

In this article we have presented the Shim6
architecture for IPv6 multihoming, which protects communications from failures in a scalable
way. The standardization of the Shim6 mechanism has been completed in the IETF, resulting
in the Shim6 protocol [1], the HBA address format [8], and REAP [2]. In addition, several
implementations have been reported.1
As for any new technology, the challenge that
Shim6 faces at this stage is wide adoption. The
incentives and hazards for its adoption have been
analyzed in depth in [9]. From our perspective, we
believe that the resulting architecture is easy to
adopt. Shim6 does not require changes in the
applications since it can be implemented as an
operating system service, although Shim6-aware
applications could benefit from improved control
through a Shim6 application programming interface [10]. Additionally, end site management is
simple, since none of the presented mechanisms
require manual configuration, allowing poorly
managed sites to easily deploy the proposed solution. Shim6 hosts can easily coexist with nonShim6-aware nodes, since for these nodes CGA or
HBA addresses, which are valid locators, appear as
regular IPv6 addresses. This coexistence is not possible for other solutions such as HIP [3], in which a
strict separation between locators and identifiers is
required. Fault tolerance support is directly implemented in the end hosts and works without requiring user configuration. All these features enable
easy adoption of the presented solution in SOHO
environments that lack network administration.

I2: [CGA1->HBA1] init. context tag, init. nonce, resp. nonce
resp. validator, locator list {CGA2}, CGA parameters structure
{CGA1}, signature of locator list with PubKey_CGA1
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R2 [HBA1->CGA1]: resp. context tag, init. nonce, loc. list {HBA2,
HBA3}, CGA parameters structure + multi-prefix extension {HBA}
Data packet: [HBA1->CGA1]
Keepalive
timer
expires

Keepalive
timer
expires

[...]
Keepalive: [CGA1->HBA1]
Data packet: [HBA1->CGA1]
X loses connectivity through CGA1
Data packet: [HBA1->CGA1]
Keepalive: [CGA1->HBA1]
Probe: [HBA1->CGA1]

Send timer
expires

Probe: [HBA1->CGA2]

Send timer
expires

Probe: [CGA2->HBA1]: X received probe [HBA1->CGA2]
Probe: [HBA1->CGA2]: Y received probe [CGA2->HBA1]
Data packet: [HBA1->CGA2]

Figure 4. Example of data exchange between two Shim6 hosts.
[8] M. Bagnulo, “Hash-Based Addresses (HBA),” IETF RFC
5535, June 2009.
[9] R. Clayton, “Internet Multi-Homing Problems: Explanations from Economics,” 8th Annual Wksp. Economics
Info. Security, London, June 2009.
[10] S. Sugimoto, Ed., “Socket Application Program Interface (API) for Multihoming Shim,” draft-ietf-shim6-multihome-shim-api-11, work in progress, Dec. 2009.
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Information about
implementations of
Shim6 can be found at
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